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A b s tra c t : Electroweak data from LEP and SLC as well as data from TEVATRON 
(CDF/DO) have established the credentials of the Glashow-Weinbcrg-Salam model (the so called 
Standard Model) at such a level that there is no other competitive model for the purpose of 
describing physics at the 100 GeV scale In this talk. I review the status of the Stundaid Model 
by comparing precision data with precision calculations.
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1. Introduction
During the 6 years (Summer 1989 -  Summer 1995) of running on and around VJ -  mz . the 
4 experiments (ALEPH, OPAL, DELPHI and L3) of the Large Electron Positron Collider 
(LEP) at CERN have in total collected nearly 20 millon Z-evcnts. The analyses of those 
data have led to an unquestionable superiority of the Standard Model (SM) over any others 
at -100 GeV scale. Just immediately after LEP started running, the situation in August 
1989, as regards the key quantities of interest, was the following [I] : m7 = 91.120(160) 
GeV, m, = 130(50) GeV, sin2^ fr = 0.23300(230) and or$(mz) = 0.110(10). Their present 
values are [2] : mz * 91.1867(20) GeV, m, = 173(5) GeV (including CDF/DO), sin26(.tt =
0.23152(23) (LEP + SLD Average) and a£mz) = 0.119(4) (World Average). The progress 
is overwhelming! Remarkable is the fact that the measurement uncertainties of the 
electroweak observables have now been brought down to per mille level [3]. The CDF and 
DO Collaborations of the Fcrmilab pp collider TEVATRON have in the mean time 
succeeded in finding the top quark [4]. The targets of these machines, when they started, 
werc : (i) perform precision tests of the SM at a few per m ille accuracy, (ii) count the 
number of light generations, (iii) search for the top quark, (iv) search for the Higgs and
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(v) look for new resonances (if we were very lucky!). Although the first three objectives 
have been successfully met (a fourth light neutrino is now 91 a  away!), the Higgs boson still 
eludes detection and no new resonances have been found. The theoretical uncertainties are 
at present at the same level. The theoretical uncertainties in the SM, for given m„ mwand 
stem mainly from the uncertainties associated with the hadronic contribution to the 
photon vacuum polarization [a’'(mz) = tr'CO) (l-&r) * 128.89 ±  0.09, where the 
evaluation of the light quark content yields Sot,had) = 0.0280 ± 0.0007 [5]], which is 
included in the RG running of the electromagnetic fine-structure constant a(0) -> a(mz). 
This propagates as a permille error in the final predictions. Full one-loop and leading two- 
loop corrections are now available, but neglecting higher order effects manifest mildly 
through renormalization scheme dependence. Genuine weak loop effects (0 (G Fm })) are 
now tested at the 5(7 level and (he present precision is high enough to sense the quantum 
corrections of the Higgs boson mass.
2. Physics at LEP
2./. Principal observables :
During 1989-95 LEP has operated on and around theZ-peak with an integrated luminosity 
of 160 pb~l and there is a collection of -5 million visible Z-decay events per experiment. 
The principal measurements at LEP have been :
• Cross section o{e+e~ -» f f \  vs (where V? * m2 and a few Tz around mz). The 
peak cross section is given by a°f = ( \ 2 n r r r f / n i \ r \ ). where T, and /") are partial 
widths of the Z in the channels e and f  and Tz is the total width (half width at half 
maxima at the Breit-Wigner resonance).
•  Partial widths r , = H Z  jf )  -  G  ^m ],N (r (v2f + a 2f )(l + 3aQ* /4/r)/6;rV2, 
where the vector and axial vector couplings of the Z to the fermion /  are given 
t>y 1 / = y /p (f i - 2Qf sin2 O '" ) and a f [p t f  ;/v/. = I for leptons and N tf = 
3( I + a  v (mz ) / 7t+...) for quarks. The couplings have been dressed with improved 
Born-approximations : their meaning, particularly the implication of p-parameter 
and how and why the effective weak angle (0eft) differs from its tree level value, will 
be clear shortly.
• Forward-backward asymmetry AFB& (o F - O b ) I (O f + a B) - 3 A eA j /4 , where the 
suffixes F  and B correspond to the forward and backward hemispheres, and A f-  
2 vf a f / (v j + a 2f ). In a purely parity-conserving interaction, the number of particles 
thrown in the forward and backward hemispheres would have been the same; a non­
zero A fb indicates an interference between the vector and axial vector couplings.
• Average T-polarization P T ---4 r .
In SLC (the SLAC Linear e+e~ Collider operating on theZ-peak with a total luminosity of 
5 p /r1 upto 1996 and with an average electron polarization of 80%), observables related to 
polarized beam are :
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• Left-right asymmetry A ^  m ( o L -  a R) / { a L + a R) =■ -  At .
• Left-right forward-backward asymmetry A -  -3Af  14.
2.2. Renormalization procedure and radiative corrections:
To have a feeling why radiative corrections became necessary not long after LEP 
started running, let us look back to the situation in Summer 1992 [6]: the measured v,exp = 
-0.0362$ when compared with its tree level SM prediction v}SM lrce) = -0.5 + 2 sin2 
0n. = -0.076 (sin2fy obtained from = n a (0 ) l sin2 8 W cos2 6 W ), showed a 
13cr discrepancy, inevitably calling for the necessity of dressing the Born-level prediction 
with radiative corrections. However, just the consideration of running a(0) -» a(mz) and 
extracting sin20 (to replace sin2Qy in the expression of vt) from cos20 sin20 = kcl 
(m/)! enabled one to obtain v, = -0.037, i.e. within I cr of its experimental value at
that period. The essential point is that it was possible to establish a significant consistency 
between data and predictions just by considering the running of a  and it was only much 
laid, with a significantly more data, that the weak loop effects were fell. To understand the 
essential features of the renormalization procedure, let us follow the on-shell scheme 
and the readers are referred to two excellent reports 17,8] for details. The steps are the 
lollowing : (i) write the bare Lagrangian and scale the fields and coupling constants hy 
some constant a  p r io r i arbitrary parameters called ‘the renormalization constants’ (these are 
usually denoted by c and Q, 0, and g j —> z J2g, respectively); (ii) select
renormalization input parameters—usually these are the best measured experimental 
quantities—in this case,
• cr'(())= 137.0359895(61),
• G/y= 1.16639(2) x 10 5 GcV“2,
• m. =91.1867 ± 0.0020 GeV;
tin) impose renormalization conditions (see below) and (iv) extract those effects that cannot 
he absorbed during renormalization—these parametrize the effects of radiative corrections. 
The renormalization conditions are :
• The masses are defined as the pole positions of the corresponding propagators. Thus 
for a vector boson K(W, Zy), E vv (m 2 ) = 0, where L vv> denotes a renormalized 
two-point (self-energy) function between V and V'.
• The residue of the photon propagator at q2 = 0 is unity (QED demands it), i .e . 
I  'yy = 0, where a prime on a I  denotes its derivative w.r.t, q2.
• There is no photon-Zmixing at q2 = 0, i.e. L yZ{q 2 =0) =0 (QED is thus not 
contaminated by Z).
• The photon-electron-electron vertex at q2 = 0 with electrons in their mass shell
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All the renormalization constants have by now been used. The net effects of 
renormalization then manifest through :
•  a { q 2 ) = a(Q)/(l + ReZ'yyfa1 )) : this way a(0) -  (137.0)“' -> a { m \ ) 
-  (128.9)-'.
•  Residue of the Z propagator at the Z-pole is not unity ( x ^  (q 2 = ) * oj and
this gives rise to a non-trivial wave function renormalization on an on-shell Z 
(decaying to ff)  line. This leads to the celebrated p-parameter : p  = (1 -  Ar) /  (1 + 
£'zz(mz ))* where the muon decay radiative correction Ar (which is indeed a 
charged-current radiative correction) enters into the game when we use G/|1 obtained 
from /i-decay, in the neutral current decay (Zdecay) formula.
•  Non-zero photon-Z mixing at q 2 =m  I (*'•«• Z rz (q 2 = m 2 )* 0 ). This modifies 
sin2fy to sin2Qff.
2.3. Parametrization of radiative corrections:
2.3. f. Oblique parameters
We should first note that not all renormalization constants could be absorbed in the 
redefinition of parameters. Those unabsorbed ones cast observable impact. We first 
concentrate on universal corrections, i.e. those which originate from the renormalization of 
vector boson two-point functions and thus do not depend on external fermion lines. How 
many independent parameters carry the observable effects ? Essentially there are four types 
of two-point functions, namely, X n (q 2 ), X yl ( q 2 ), {q 2 ) and X ww (q 2 ). Jhere 
are 2 relevant energy scales at which measurements are made : q2 = 0 and q 2 = m \ . 
Hence there are eight such parameters. QED demands (see the renormalization conditions): 
X77(0) = 0 and X yZ (0) = 0. Out of the other six, three are absorbed in the 
renormalization of the input parameters a, and mz. Hence the remaining three (in fact 
three linearly independent combinations of those two-point functions) will have observable 
effects. These are usually parametrized by S, T and•U, the so called ‘oblique parameters’, 
defined below [9]' :
•  S = I67rm~2 [X3K CO) — X3K {m \ )],
•  T= 4nniz2 [X,, (0 ) -Z ,j (0 ) ] /s in 2 cos2 6 ^  ,
• U= 16*m;£[rl l (m^)-,E|l (0)]- lenwi^2[X>3(wi|) - X 33(6)]-
In the above definitions, I have used the (1,2, 3, Y) basis of the SU(2) ® U(I) gauge theory 
rather than the {y, Z, Wt ) basis. The T parameter is related to p by Ap * p -  I = aT. The
11 h a v e  adapted  the  d e fin it io n s  used b y  B h a tta c h a ry ya . B o n erjee  and  R o y  in  [9 ] . A  lin e a r  ^ -e x p a n s io n  o f  the 
fo rm  i ( q  2 ) =  Z ( 0 )  +  q 2 1  ' ( 0 )  y ie ld s  the  d e fin it io n s  in  P eskin  and  T a k e u c h i [9 ] . A l l  these d e fin it io n s  assume 
ih e  vac u u m  p o la r iz a tio n  d o m in a n c e  o f  ra d ia tiv e  co rrec tio n s . A  s lig h tly  m o re  g enera l p a ra m e triz a tio n . using (be t ,  
varia b le s , has been used b y  A lta re ll i  and B a rb ie ri [9 ] .
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leading SM contribution to Ap is quadratic in top mass and logarithmic in Higgs mass and 
is given by [10]:
r SM /  m \  ) - ( w |  -  m )ln(m2 /  m#  ) ] / n.
Ai this point, it is worth pointing why T*M is quadratic in mv The effect, as is evident 
from the definition of T, is generated by self-energies of massive vector bosons. Since the 
longitudinal components of those gauge bosons are essentially Higgs scalars, each vertex 
of u self-energy diagram (with top-quark floating inside the loop) picks up one power of 
m, and hence the quadratic dependence. The Higgs mass appears logarithmically due 
to Veliman screening’. The parameter 7, as matter of fact, captures the effect of 
custodial SU(2)’ breaking. To appreciate this point, let us consider the SM scalar 
potential V^ p) = - n i2 (0 *0 ) + A(0  h <p)2 / 6 . Before the spontaneous symmetry breaking, 
mere is a global 0(4) symmetry in the potential which is broken to 0(3) once the symmetry 
is broken in one direction. This 0(3) is equivalent to a global SU(2) which we call 
custodial SU(2)\ It is precisely because of this custodial SU(2) that even after 
spontaneous symmetry breaking /ww = mVVi = m w Once we apply this global 
symmetry to the Yukawa sector as well, we realise that this custodial SU(2) is broken by
(i) Icrmion mass splitting in a weak doublet (this effect is quadratic and m, naturally 
dominates) and (ii) hypercharge mixing (proportional to (m^ ) that multiplies In
///;/). Ap also parametrizes the quantum correction in photon-Z mixing at q 2 = m 2 in 
the following way :
’ a - i a cos2 e w sin: 6w . sin- 0cl, -s in -  $-■ . Ap,
cos - 0 lv -  sin - Ow
where sin2 0 is determined through cos2 0 sin2
S and U are sensitive only to logarithmic effects and their SM expressions are not 
displayed. It is worth noting that S is sensitive to non-decoupling physics. Even a 
degenerate chiral fermion generation (which does not contribute to T), even in the infinite 
mass limit, contributes to 5 and its contribution is estimated to be
w  * N ,  I ,  { t ' u - f " ) *  l * K .
where Nt is colour and t \ L R corresponds to the third component of the weak isospin of the 
loti- and right-handed component of the fermion i. The contribution of a heavy degenerate 
4ih generation or a mirror family is 2/3n * 0.21 and the fitted value of the new physics 
contribution to S (5 new =-0.19 ± 0 .16^^  [II]) allows not more than one such 
generation at 2<J. QCD-like Technicolour models generally yield large positive S and are 
excluded (9]. However, the walking Technicolour models survive as they contribute to S 
°nly by small amount (even negatively) [12].
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2.3.2. Zbb -vertex correction :
Non-universal vertex corrections are generally not important except in one situation, 
namely, the Zbb -vertex correction. The W-boson and top-quark mediated triangle graphs 
induce a sizable correction to the Zbb -vertex. Since the contribution comes from a chiral 
fermion inside the loop, it is non-decoupling and since the longitudinal W couples to a 
fermion with a strength proportional to its mass, the effect is quadratic in mt. Moreover, 
there is no CKM suppression as Vlh -  1. The effect is parametrized by a shift of the vector 
and axial couplings of Z with 6-quark compared to those with (/-quark :
•  vh(a i>) = v(/(a(/)- 19AV£ /60 , where
•  AV'h -  ~ (a /x ) [ m f  / m l  + (13/6) In (mj f  m\ )].
A noteworthy point is that AV/,, on account of its negligible m^-dependence, allows an 
indirect measurement of m, without any need of specifying mH (not so is the situation 
with Ap!).
2.4. Rh-R(-as (rriz) Crisis! Is it over ?
When most of the measurements at LEP were agreeing so well (perhaps too well!!) 
with their SM predictions. Rh(^ r h / r (uid) continued to stay a few sigma above and 
Rx (= r c /  r <^1) a few sigma below from their respective SM predictions. The fact that all 
4 LEP-groups were reporting the same trend amused the physics community for more than 
a year leading to lots of speculations (sometimes wild!) for physics beyond the SM. First 
we note that for m, = 180 GeV, R%M =0.2158 and R*M = 0.172. The experimental values 
reported at Beijing 1995 113] were :
•  /?'*p = 0.2219 ± 0.0017 (3.7crabove SM!),
•  /?(exp = 0.1543 ± 0.0074 (2.5crbelow SM!).
In fact, the crisis was just not a Rh - R c crisis, it was rather a /?/,-/?,-a$(mz) crisis! Strictly 
speaking, there was an as anomaly too—while o$(mz) from LEP was pointing towards a 
central value 0 .120, its measurement from scaling violation in deep inelastic scattering was 
showing a central value 0.112 (although these two measurements had an overlap within 
I a). Notice that at LEP, one way to measure a$(mz) is from
•  R, = ( r had/ r l ) = {r™k /r, ) [ \  + as{mz)/x +
where r ^ k is the weak part of the hadronic width. Notice that if one could add a few 
MeV to jT*eak (due to a possible positive interference from some new physics contributing 
to 6-quark partial width), one would not only push up the theoretical prediction for 
Rh making it more comfortable with data, a£mz) measured the above way would be 
drifted down closer to the value obtained from scaling violation. Thus Parl
of the crisis could, in principle, be solved in one stroke! However, as I mentioned before,
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it was a three-prong crisis, and any attempt to subtract out the required MeV from 
/-weak lo S()|ve lhc £ problem, could only push a$nz) further away from that 
obtained from scaling violation. How reliable were those data ? Did they survive the lest 
ot time ? No! The situation look a dramatic turn in Warsaw 1996. The reported numbers
there 114| :
= 0.2179 ± 0.0012 (l.8cr above SM!) and 
tfL'xp = 0.1715 ± 0.0056 (on the dot!!!),
not only amused even more, but puzzled the community this time as to how all 4 LEP 
Collaborations could simultaneously change their numbers in the same directions and that 
uk) by such a large extent! What happened ,}
2 4.1 What happened to Rt ?
The data allow a direct measurement of (T, / r hjd )P(r-> Xf )Br(X, ), where X( is a 
chaimod hadron (D°, D±, ...; —» K'7f, .). R( has gone up because [15,161 :
• More data have been included.
• Decrease in Br (0° K i t )  from (4.01 ± 0.14)% lo (3 83 ± 0.12)% (ARGUS 
input).
• Decrease in P{\> —» tF). which is a backgound.
• New techniques have been employed (f # "slow pion lag”) at LEP to measure 
Pit —> D'+) Br (D + —> 7?[y]) and this has also gone down.
2 4 2 \\ In n  h a p p e n e d  to  R h ?
Ri, has gone down mainly because 115.16] :
• More data have been included.
• Primary vertex for each event has been reconstructed scpcrately in two hemispheres 
leading to small hemisphere correlations (ALEPH).
• Better understanding of the charm sector has been made possible.
• Se\eral mutually exclusive tags have been used, which reduces the systematic
enors.
Also the as-unonialy had gone away at the same time. The different measurements of 
o\(W/) have now come to a much better agreement than before.
The present experimental situation is the following |2|
• /C p = 0 2170 ± 0.0009,
• = 0 1734 ± 0.004H.
• a s iw / ) =: 0 .| 19 ± 0.004.
The conclusion is ; Yes, the R^R, -as(niy) crisis seems to he over1 
72A(6)-3
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3. Summary
Here I list the main results:
•  Number o f  light n eu trin o s  =  Nv = r , nv / r * M = ( r inv / F ( ) ( T ( / T v ) SM =  2.993 
± 0.011. Indeed Tv is an SM input in this determination. Splitting the ratio of partial 
widths into two such factors (as shown) reduces the theoretical uncertainties. A 
fourth light neutrino is ruled out by 91 a!
• The mass of the Z-boson, mz = 91.1867 ± 0.0020 GeV, has been measured with a 
precision -2 x I0“\
• The world average of the top mass m, is 173.1 ± 5.4 GeV (Direct search at 
TEVATRON dominates).
• Fitted value (LEP) of m H = 115 GeV, which implies mH < 420 GeV (959f 
CL).
• The world average of the W-mass is given by, mw = 80.43 ± 0.08 GeV. By the end 
of LEP2 and TEVATRON Run 2, the error is expected to be reduced to 30- 
40 MeV.
• Partial widths of z are measured at a per m ille level. The forward-back waul 
asymmetries arc measured at a few per cent level,
• The effective weak mixing angle has been measured to a great accuracy ;
sin2 0eff (LEP) = 0.23199± 0.00028 and sin2 0eff (SLD) = 0.23055± 0.00041 
These should he compared with sin2 0™  = 0.23157.
• Number of extra heavy chiral generation could almost be one (from S-paramcter)
My conclusion : Order reigns in electroweak physics !
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